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Let fO, fi, fi, be three real Laplace originals, vanishing on the negative halfline. 
The generalized convolution of fO, f,, fi is defined by the formula g(x,, x2) = 
glni%l.X2I f,(x, - t) f2(xz - t) fo(t) dt, x, > 0, x2 3 0. If none of thef,‘s are equivalent 
to zero, then their generalized convolution g determines all the free functions fO, f,, 
f2 up to sets of measure zero, up to nonzero constant factors and up to a shift, if the 
shift is possible. Let F,,, F,, F2, G be the Laplace transforms of fO. f,, f*, g 
correspondingly. Then explicit formulas for Fa, F,, F, in terms of G are given. 
0 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let fO, f, be two real Laplace originals, vanishing on the negative 
halfline, nonequivalent o zero. It is known that the ordinary convolution 
of two such functions 
(fo *fi) lx) = j;f;(x - t)fo(t) 4 x>o (1) 
does not determinef, andf, as, for example, 
1 *4x2=x*x, x 2 0. 
The author of this paper (see [ 11) introduced the generalized con- 
volution of three such Laplace originals fO,fi, f2 by the formula 
&I, x2) =jom*n~x'~x2k(x~ - t)fz(xz - t)f,(t) dt, x, 30, x,30. (2) 
If none of fo,fi, fi is equivalent to zero, then their generalized con- 
volution g characterizes all the three fj’s up to sets of measure zero, up to 
nonzero constant factors, and up to a shift, if the shift is possible (see the 
theorem in Cl]). 
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Besides this uniqueness solution, there was still open the problem of 
finding explicit formulas for the fi’s in terms of g. This problem is solved in 
this paper, where explicit formulas for fO,fi ,fi in terms of g are presented 
by using their Laplace transforms. 
2. APPLICATIONS 
The generalized convolution g of the three functions f& fi , f2 has the 
following two applications. The first is that of a “black box” which trans- 
forms the three functions f,,, fr , f2 at its input into their generalized con- 
volution at its output. Then knowing the output one can determine the 
functions at the input. 
The second application is in Probability. Let X0, X,, X, be three 
independent positive random variables, whose distributions have 
probability density functions fO, fi, fi, with respect to the Lebesgue 
measure. Let 
Y, =x()+x1, Y,=X,+X,. 
Then g given by formula (2) is the joint density of ( Y, , Y,). The knowledge 
of the joint distribution of (Y,, Y,) allows to determine the distributions of 
X0, X1, X,, up to an additive constant, which may be added to X, but sub- 
tracted from X, and X,. 
3. THE THEOREM 
THEOREM. Let fO, fi , f2 be three nonequivalent to zero Laplace originals, 
vanishing on the negative halfline. Let g be their generalized convolution 
given by (2). Denote F,,, F,, FZ, G their Laplace transforms 
F,(s,) = jOm ePSl-‘f(xj) dx,, Res,>aj, j=O, 1, 2, (3) 
WI, sd = jam jam e -s’*‘-szx*g(x,, x2) dx,dx*, Resj>aj, j= 1, 2. (4) 
Then 
(a) G is determined in terms of F,, F1, F, by the formula 
G(sI, sJ = Fob, + ~2) F,(s,) F,(s,), 
Res,>a,,Res,>a,,Re(s,+s,)>a,; (5) 
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(b) F,, F,, F2 are determined in terms of G by the formulas 
F,(s)= [A,A,G(b,, b2)]-’ exp es+ { 
Res>a,, 
Res>a,, 
Res>a,, (6) 
where b,, 6, are arbitrary such that G(b, , b2) is well defined and nonzero. 
4. PRCOF OF PART (a) OF THE THEOREM 
Multiply both sides of (2) by e-“*’ -S*-‘2, integrate with respect o xl and 
x2, both from 0 to co. Change the order of integration (Fubini’s theorem is 
applicable) and use (3) (4). This way we obtain 
m m 
G(s,,s,)= s s 
e -S’X’-S2r2g(x1, x2) dx,dx, 
0 0 
= e-W~’ -WZ&, dx, f,(x, - t)fz(x, - tM,(t) dt 
s 
a: 
= 
0 
ep(S1+S2)tf0(t) dt jrn e~“~‘“l-‘lfl(xl -t) dx, 
f 
s 
m 
X e-S2’“2-rl)f2(xZ - t) dx, 
f 
= Fob, +s,) F,(s,) Fz(s,)> 
Res, >a,, Res,>a,, Re (sr +s,)>a,, 
which is identical with (5). 
5. PROOF OF PART (b) OF THE THEOREM 
To express F,, F,, F2 in terms of G we have to solve the functional 
equation (5) for the unknown functions F,, F,, F2, while G is known. 
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Take fixed b,, b, so that F,(b,), Fz(b,), Fo(bI + b,) are well defined and 
not equal to zero. Then according to (5) G(b ], b,) # 0. As F,, F, , F, are 
analytic functions, consider equation (5) in an open neighborhood B of 
(b, 3 bd. 
Substitute in (5) alternately s2 = b,, then s, = b,, then both 
s,=bl,s2=b2. We obtain this way 
Gb,, b,) = Fob, + b,) f’,b,) FAM 
G(b,,s,)=Fo(b,+s,)F,(b,)F,(s,), 
(s,, Sz)E% (7) 
Fo(b, + bJ F,(h) Fz(bz) = G(b, > b2). 
Multiplying sidewise equations (7) we obtain after cancellation 
Fob, +sd G(s,, b2) G(b,, $2) Fo(b, +b,) 
= WI 3 ~2) Fob, + bd Fo(b, + 4 G(b, 2 &I> (s,, s,)~% (8) 
which is a functional equation for one unknown function F,,, while G is 
known. 
Take on both sides of (8) the continuous branch of the logarithm satisfy- 
ing log (1) = 0, differentiate both sides with respect to s2 and then sub- 
stitute s2 = b,. We obtain his way 
$ log FOGI + ~2) 1 I = -$log G(s, 5 $2) G(b,, ~2) 1 +co, S,EY, (9) 2 s2= h2 2 sz=h2 
where c0 is a constant. Equation (9) is equivalent to 
$ log F,(S, + 62) = cg + S,E%Y. (10) 
I C 
; log Gb,, ~2) 
2 (31, ~2) I sz=hz’ 
Integrate both sides of (10) with respect o s1 from S, = b, to s1 =s- b,. 
This way we obtain 
where A, # 0 and c are constants. 
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Substituting (11) into the second and the third formulas (7) we obtain 
F,(s) = 
G(s, b,) 
F,(b) F&J + b2) 
F,(s) = G(b, > s) F,(b,) Fdb, +s) 
Res>a,, (12) 
where A,, A, are nonzero constants. Formulas (12) are identical with the 
last two formulas (6). 
Substituting (11) and (12) into the last of the formulas (7) we obtain 
A,= CAA,Ghb,)l-‘. (13) 
Substituting (13) into (11) we obtain the first of the formulas (6). This 
ends the proof. 
6. AN EXAMPLE 
Let g(x,,x,)=min {x1,x2}, x,30, x,30. Findf,,f,,f,. 
Solution. Using formula (4) we find 
G(s,, ~2) = 
1 
s,s2(s,+ %I 
Re sI > 0, Re s2 > 0. 
Use b, = b2 = 1. Using formulas (6) we obtain 
F,(s) = 
1 1 -..-ecs, Res>O, 
A,A2 s 
where c is an arbitrary real constant and A,, A, are nonzero arbitrary con- 
stants. Using formulas (3) we see that denoting Z the Heaviside function 
Z(x)=0 for x<O, Z(x)= 1 for x20, 
409’114 l-9 
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we obtainf,‘s in the form 
f1(x)=~,4x-c), f2(x)=A,C-c), 
fo(x)=(A,A*)~‘~(x+c), x E R. 
In order for all the &.‘s to vanish on the negative halfline we obtain c = 0, 
and finally 
where A 1, A 2 are arbitrary nonzero constants. 
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